WHAT STARTS WITH TWO
ENDS WITH THE WORLD

In 1858 communications which started between two continents, has ended up connecting
the entire world to one another. Although it may not be common knowledge the Internet is a
derivative of early the telegraph communication sent by cables, as pictured above, across
seas. The first message was sent from Europe to North America established the basis of
technology we still use today. An expansive network of submarine cable continue to support
the Internet structure in 2020. Still today this underseas network includes hundreds of cables
which are made up of less than ten major components and functions similarly to the way
they did in 1858. Although time has progressed, this phenomenon remains impressive in its
ability to support an ever adapting and changing world above the sea.

WHAT STARED WITH A TELEGRAPH
ENDS WITH THE INTERENT

DEEP CONNECTIONS

WHAT STARTED WITH TWO
ENDED WITH THE WORLD
In 1858 a connection was made between two points on the continents of North
America and Europe. A telegraph line was commissioned by United Kingdom
Queen Victoria and U.S. President Buchanan. Its purpose was to send the first
communications across the Atlantic sea. This cable was named the first
TransAtlantic cable and its message went from Valentia Bay, Irreland to Trinity
Bay, Newfoundland in just 10 days. However what is most impressive about this
triumph is that today we rely on nearly the very same technologies to make up
the backbone of the Internet. An expansive network of similar cables reside under
the sea connecting the entire world to another. The cloud is consissetently an
icon of todays internet users, its actually these impressive, yet simple cinductors
carry 99% of information sent through the Internet. Although the connection
between sea and cloud seem far from eachother, these cable actually prove
there is a deep connection between it all, cloud and sea, cable and man.

